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We investigate a time{domain Galerkin boundary element method for the wave equation
outside a Lipschitz obstacle in an absorbing half{space. A priori estimates are presented
for both closed surfaces and screens, and we discuss the relevant properties of anisotropic
Sobolev spaces and the boundary integral operators between them.
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1. Introduction
Motivated by the sound radiation of tyres on a street, this article provides the analytical
background to analyze a time{domain boundary element method for the direct scattering
problem for the wave equation outside an obstacle in an absorbing half{space.
Let d  2 and 
i  Rd+ be a bounded Lipschitz domain such that the exterior domain

e = Rd+n
i is Lipschitz and connected. The reader may wish to think of 
i as a solid
tyre, either in contact with the street (on @
i \ @Rd+) or elevated above it (@
i \ @Rd+ = ;
). The boundary of 
e decomposes into the boundary   = @
e \ @
i of the obstacle and
the boundary  1 = @

e \ @Rd+ of the half{space. In general,   is a Lipschitz manifold with
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boundary, and we emphasize the case d = 3.
We aim to nd a weak solution to an acoustic initial boundary problem for the wave
equation in 
e :
@2u
@t2
  u = 0 in R+ 
e
u(0; x) =
@u
@t
(0; x) = 0 in 
e (1)
@u
@n
  @u
@t
= g on R+   
@u
@n
  1 @u
@t
= 0 on R+   1 :
Here n denotes the inward unit normal vector to @
e , g lies in a suitable Sobolev space,
 2 L1( ) and 1 2 C. We also consider the simpler Dirichlet problem on  , for which
instead of the absorbing boundary condition, ujR+  is given.
This article reduces the acoustic and Dirichlet boundary problems to time{dependent
integral equations on R+    and studies a Galerkin time{domain boundary element method
for their approximation. Time{dependent Galerkin boundary element methods for wave
problems were introduced by Bamberger and Ha-Duong [1]. Some relevant works on
the numerical implementation of the resulting marching-in-on-time scheme include the
Ph.D. thesis of Terrasse [2] and [3], with fast methods developed in the engineering literature
[4]. Alternative ansatz functions in time have been explored in [5, 6]. A detailed exposition
of the mathematical background of time{domain integral equations and their discretizations
is available in the lecture notes by Sayas [7].
In the special case of the half-space, our work is motivated by the recent explicit formulas
for the fundamental solutions obtained by Ochmann [8], which include acoustic boundary
conditions on the surface of the street.
Section 2 introduces space{time anisotropic Sobolev spaces of supported resp. extendable
distributions on R+   . Their approximation theory and interpolation operators are the
subject of Section 3. Subsequent sections follow the approach of Bamberger and Ha Duong
[1, 9], see also [10], to analyze the coercivity and boundedness properties of time{dependent
layer potentials adapted to the acoustic boundary conditions on  1. As conclusion, we
deduce a priori error estimates for the Galerkin solutions.
The results in this article provide a basic theoretical background for further theoretical
and computational analysis. Based on the set{up presented here, future work will address
a posteriori error estimates and adaptive procedures [11] as well as numerical studies of
engineering benchmarks [12].
We acknowledge support within the project \LeiStra3" by the German Bundesministerium
fur Wirtschaft und Energie as well as the Bundesanstalt fur Straenwesen. H.G. thanks the
Danish Science Foundation (FNU) for partial support through research grant 10-082866.
Notation: To simplify notation, we will write f . g, if there exists a constant C > 0
independent of the arguments of the functions f and g such that f  Cg. We will write
f .ﬀ g, if C may depend on ﬀ.
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2. Space{time anisotropic Sobolev spaces
Space{time anisotropic Sobolev spaces on the boundary   provide a convenient setting
to study the mapping properties of the layer potentials [9, 10]. We dene these Sobolev
spaces on a general Ck 1;1 closed, orientable manifold M with boundary, in particular obtain
Sobolev spaces on M =   and on M = 
. The isotropic case is well-known from elliptic
problems, see [13], and [14] when @M 6= ;.
If @M 6= ;, rst extend M to a Ck 1;1, closed, orientable manifold M˜. For example, if
M = @
 \ Rd+ and k = 1, we may take M˜ to be union of @
 \ Rd+ and its image under
reection at @Rd+.
On M, the usual Sobolev spaces of supported distributions may now be considered for
r 2 R:
H˜r (M) = fu 2 Hr (M˜) : supp u Mg :
Hr (M) is dened as the quotient space Hr (M˜)=H˜r (M˜ nM).
To dene a family of Sobolev norms, introduce a partition of unity subordinate to the covering
of M˜ by open sets Bi . For a partition of unity i and dieomorphisms 'i mapping each Bi
into the unit cube Q  Rn, a family of equivalent Sobolev norms is induced from Rn:
jjujj
r;!;M˜
=
(
p∑
i=1
∫
Rn
(j!j2 + jj2)r jF {(iu)  ' 1i } ()j2d
) 1
2
:
Here ! 2 C n f0g and F denotes the Fourier transform. This norm on Hr (M˜) induces a
norm on Hr (M) as jjujjr;!;M = infv2H˜r (M˜nM) jju + v jjr;!;M˜.
The weighted norm on H˜r (M) is dened as jjujjr;!;M; = jje+ujjr;!;M˜, where e+ extends
the distribution u by 0 from M to M˜. It is stronger than jjujjr;!;M whenever r 2 12 + Z.
For jr j  k the thus dened Sobolev spaces are independent of the choice of i and 'i .
Using these norms, the trace operator from H1(
) to H
1
2 ( ) is continuous in the
!{dependent norms. As shown in [9], for ﬀ > 0 its operator norm is uniformly bounded in
the half-plane f! 2 C : Im ! > ﬀg by a function of ﬀ alone. It admits a right inverse from
H
1
2 ( ) and H˜
1
2 ( ) to H1(
) whose norm is similarly bounded in terms of ﬀ.
Let E be a Hilbert space. We dene
LT (ﬀ;E) = ff 2 D0+(E); e ﬀt f 2 S
0
+(E)g ;
where D0+(E) resp. S 0+(E) denote the sets of distributions resp. tempered distributions on R
with values in E and support in [0;1). As LT (ﬀ;E)  LT (ﬀ0; E) if ﬀ < ﬀ0, we may dene
ﬀ(f ) = inffﬀ : f 2 LT (ﬀ;E)g.
The set of Laplace transformable distributions with values in E is denoted by
LT (E) = [
ﬀ2R
LT (ﬀ;E) :
For f 2 LT (E), its Fourier-Laplace transform f^ (!) = F f (!) is dened in the complex half{
plane f! 2 C : Im ! > ﬀ(f )g.
We recall the well-known Parseval identity in this setting:
Lemma 2.1 For f ; g 2 L1loc(R; E) \ LT (E) and ﬀ > max(ﬀ(f ); ﬀ(g)) there holds
1
2
∫
R+iﬀ
(f^ (!); g^(!))Ed! =
∫
R
e 2ﬀt(f (t); g(t))Edt :
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Space{time anisotropic Sobolev spaces on M are now dened as follows:
Denition 2.2 For s; r 2 R dene
Hsﬀ(R
+; Hr (M)) = fu 2 LT (Hr (M)) : jjujjs;r;M <1g
Hsﬀ(R
+; H˜r (M)) =fu 2 LT (H˜r (M)) : jjujjs;r;M; <1g ;
where
kuks;r;M =
(∫ +1+iﬀ
 1+iﬀ
j!j2s ku^(!)k2r;!;M d!
) 1
2
;
kuks;r;M; =
(∫ +1+iﬀ
 1+iﬀ
j!j2s ku^(!)k2r;!;M; d!
) 1
2
:
As above, the spaces are invariantly dened whenever jr j  k.
3. Discretisation
For simplicity of notation, in this section we restrict ourselves to the two{ and three{
dimensional cases, d = 2 or 3. If   is not polygonal we approximate it by a piecewise
polygonal curve resp. surface and write   again for the approximation. For simplicity, when
d = 3 we will use here a surface composed of N triangular facets  i such that   = [Ni=1 i .
When d = 2, we assume   = [Ni=1 i is composed of line segments  i . In each case, the
elements  i are closed with int( i) 6= ?, and for distinct  i ;  j    the intersection
int( i) \ int( j) = ?.
For the time discretisation we consider a uniform decomposition of the time interval [0;1)
into subintervals In = [tn 1; tn) with time step jInj = t, such that tn = nt (n = 0; 1; : : : ).
We choose a basis 'p1;    ; 'pNs of the space V ph of piecewise polynomial functions of degree
p in space (continuous and vanishing at @  if p  1) and a basis 1;q;    ; Nt ;q of the space
V qt of piecewise polynomial functions of degree of q in time (continuous and vanishing at
t = 0 if q  1).
Let TS = fT1;    ; TNs g be the spatial mesh for   and TT = [0; t1); [t1; t2);    ; [tNt 1; T ) the
time mesh for a nite subinterval [0; T ).
We consider the tensor product of the approximation spaces in space and time, V ph and V
q
t ,
associated to the space{time mesh TS;T = TS  TT , and we write
V p;qh;t = V
p
h 
 V qt :
In this section we discuss the projection operators onto V p;qh;t and their approximation
properties. We recall the well-known results for V ph and V
q
t , which we are going to need:
Lemma 3.1 Let t the orthogonal projection from L
2(R+) to V
q
t and m  q. Then for
s 2 [  1
2
; 1
2
]
jjf  t f jjﬀ;s;R+  Cktq+1 s jf jﬀ;q+1;R+ :
Lemma 3.2 Let h the orthogonal projection from L
2( ) to V ph and m  p. Then for
s 2 [  1
2
; 1
2
] we have in the norms of Hs( ) resp. H˜s( ):
jjf  hf jjs;   Chm+1 s jf jm+1; 
jjf  hf jjs; ;  Chm+1 s jf jm+1; 
holds for all f 2 Hm+1( )\H˜s( ).
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The second estimate for @  6= ; follows by extending hf 2 V ph by zero outside   which allows
to estimate a H˜
1
2 norm on the left hand side by standard Sobolev norms (see [14]).
Combining h and t one obtains as in Proposition 3.54 of [16]:
Lemma 3.3 Let f 2 Hsﬀ(R+; Hm( )\H˜r ( )), 0 < m  q + 1, 0 < s  p + 1, r  s, jl j  12
such that l r  0. Then if l ; r  0
kf  h t f kr;l ;   C(h + (t))jjf jjs;m;  ;
kf  h t f kr;l ; ;  C log(h)(h + (t))jjf jjs;m;  ;
where  = minfm   l ; m   m(l+r)
m+s
g,  = minfm + s   (l + r); m + s   m+s
m
lg. If l ; r > 0,  =
m + s   (l + r).
We are also going to require inverse estimates like (3.182) in [16] for s;m  0
kph;tk0;0;   C(t)s max (hm;tm)kph;tks;m; 
for ph;t in the approximation spaces V
p;q
h;t , namely
jjph;t jj1;  1
2
; ; .
1
t
jjph;t jj0;  1
2
; ; (in the proof of the Theorem 6.1)
jjph;t jj1;0;  . 1
t
jjph;t jj0;0;  (in the proof of the Theorem 6.2)
jjph;t jj0; 1
2
;  .
1
minfpt;phg jjph;t jj0;0;  (in the proof of the Theorem 6.2):
The above inverse inequalities hold due to the standard estimates for regular nite element
functions in the usual Sobolev spaces Hs( ) [17] on one hand, and on the other hand the
weight function e ﬀt does not aect these inequalities (see [1, Lemma 2] ).
4. Frequency{domain integral operators in the absorbing
half{space
We follow the approach by Bamberger and Ha-Duong [1] and rst analyze an associated
Helmholtz problem in the frequency domain. The analysis will be translated into results for
the wave equation in the following section.
Let ﬀ > 0. For a xed frequency ! with Im ! > ﬀ we consider the exterior Helmholtz
problem associated to the wave equation (1) for ue 2 H1(
e):
( + !2)ue(x) = 0 in 
e
@ue
@n
+ i!ue = ~f on  
@ue
@n
+ 1i!u
e = 0 on  1
(2)
plus a Sommerfeld radiation condition at innity. The radiation condition holds automatically
since for Im ! > ﬀ the solution decays like e ﬀjx j, and hence the solution belongs to H1(
e)
and not only H1loc(

e).
We also need an auxiliary interior problem for a function u i 2 H1(
i):
( + !2)u i(x) = 0 in 
i
@ui
@n
  i!u i = ~g on  
@ui
@n
+ 1i!u
i = 0 on  01 = @R
d
+ n  1 :
(3)
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The right-hand sides ~f ; ~g belong to H 
1
2 ( ).
In the appendix we prove a uniqueness result:
Theorem 4.1 The problems (2)-(3) admit at most one solution for Re   0 and Re 1  0.
The next step is to explicitly construct and represent the solution of the Helmholtz equation
in 
e and 
i by means of layer potentials using the representation formula.
As derived by Ochmann [18], for d = 3 a fundamental solution to the half{space problem
is given by:
G!(x; y) =
e i!jx y j
4jx   y j +
e i!jx y
0j
4jx   y 0j + 21e
 1(x3+y3)
∫  (x3+y3)
1
e 1
e ikr()
4r()
d ;
where r() =
√
(x1   y1)2 + (x2   y2)2 + 2 and 1 = i!1. For y = (y1; y2; y3) 2 R3+, y 0
is given by y 0 = (y1; y2; y3). In any dimension, G! allows to dene the potential operators
for the absorbing half{space as
S!p(x) =
∫
 
G!(x; y) p(y) dsy ; D!'(x) =
∫
 
@G!
@ny
(x; y) '(y) dsy :
Using G!, the solution u of the Helmholtz problems admits an integral representation
formula over  , not just   [  1 [  01.
Theorem 4.2 Any solution u 2 H1(
i) [H1(
e) of (2)-(3) satisfying the acoustic boundary
conditions on  1 [  01 admits a representation
u = S!p  D!' in 
i [
e ;
where
' = u i   ue and p = @u
i
@n
  @u
e
@n
on   :
The proof of the representation formula is standard if   is replaced by   [  1 [  01 in the
denition of S! and D!. The contribution from integrals over  1 and  
0
1, however, vanishes
since G! satises the acoustic boundary conditions.
Taking boundary values of S! and D!, we obtain integral operators on  ,
V!p(x) = 2
∫
 
G!(x; y) p(y) dsy ; K
0
!'(x) = 2
∫
 
@
@nx
G!(x; y) '(y) dsy ;
K!p(x) = 2
∫
 
@
@ny
G!(x; y) p(y) dsy ; W!'(x) = 2
∫
 
@2
@nx@ny
G!(x; y) '(y) dsy :
Here and in the following, the integrals are interpreted as distributional pairings, equivalently
as principal values. As in the full space, the operators relate the traces of u with ' and p:
2ue = V!p   (I +K!)' ; 2u i = V!p + (I  K!)' (4)
2
@ue
@n
= ( I +K 0!)p  W!' ; 2@u
i
@n
= (I +K 0!)p  W!' :
Adding and subtracting the boundary conditions (2)-(3) on  , we have{
@ue
@n
+ @u
i
@n
  i!' = ~f + ~g = F
p   i!(ue + u i) = ~g   ~f = G :
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Then using the equation (4) of the trace u we nd the following system of integral equations:{
K 0!p  W!'  i!' = F
p   i!(V!p  K!') = G :
(5)
If  6= 0 multiplying the rst equation by  i! and the second by 1

q, we obtain the weak
formulation after an integration by parts: Find ~ = ('; p) such that
a!(~; ~	) = l!( ~	) for all ~	 = ( ; q): (6)
Here,
a!(~; ~	) = j!j2
∫
 
'  dsx +
∫
 
1

pqdsx + i !
∫
 
K 0!p  dsx
  i !
∫
 
W!'  dsx   i!
∫
 
V!pqdsx + i!
∫
 
K!'qdsx
and l!( ~	) = i !
∫
 
F  dsx +
∫
 
1

G qdsx . For  = 0, (5) reduces to W!' = K
0
!G   F . For
simplicity, we assume  1 to exist. Other cases have to be treated dierently.
Theorem 4.3 (Coercivity)
Assume that Re  > 0;Re 1  0. Then the following inequality holds for all ~U = ('; p) 2
H˜
1
2 ( ) L2( ):
Re a!( ~U; ~U) &ﬀ k(Re  1)1=2pk20;!;  + jj'jj21
2
;!; ;
+ jj!(Re )1=2'jj20;!;  :
Proof: Taking the real part of the bilinear form a! and using (4), we calculate
Re(a!( ~U; ~U)) = Re
∫
 
(K 0!p  W!'  i!')( i!') + p p   i!(V!p  K!')

dsx
= Re
∫
 
[
@u i
@n
+
@ue
@n
  i!(u i   ue)]i !( u i   ue) dsx
+ Re
∫
 
1

(
@ u i
@n
  @ u
e
@n
)(
@u i
@n
  @u
e
@n
  i!(u i + ue)) dsx
= Re
∫
 
i !(2
@u i
@n
u i 2@u
e
@n
ue) dsx
+
∫
 
1

j@
u i
@n
  @ u
e
@n
j2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=jpj2
dsx + j!j2
∫
 
 ju i   ue j2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=j'j2
dsx :
Adding 0,
 
∫
 
@ue
@n
ue dsx =  
∫
 
@ue
@n
ue dsx  
∫
 1
@ue
@n
ue dsx +
∫
 1
@ue
@n
ue dsx ;
integration by parts on 
e leads to:
 
∫
 
@ue
@n
ue dsx =
∫

e
ue ue + Oue Oue dx +
∫
 1
@ue
@x3
ue dsx
=
∫

e
jOue j2   !2jue j2 dx +
∫
 1
@ue
@x3
ue dsx
=
∫

e
jOue j2   !2jue j2 dx  
∫
 1
i1!jue j2 dsx :
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Therefore,
 Re 2i !
∫
 
@ue
@n
ue dsx = Re(2
∫

e
i !jOue j2   i !!2jue j2 dx   2
∫
 1
(i !)i1!jue j2 dsx)
= Re(2
∫

e
i !jOue j2   i!j!j2jue j2 dx + 2
∫
 1
1j!j2jue j2 dsx)
2ﬀ
∫

e
jOue j2 + j!j2jue j2 dx + 2(Re 1)
∫
 1
j!j2jue j2 dsx :
Similarly,
Re 2i !
∫
 
@u i
@n
u i dsx = Re(2
∫

i
i !jOu i j2   i !!2ju i j2 dx + 2
∫
 01
1j!j2ju i j2 dsx)
2ﬀ
∫

i
jOu i j2 + j!j2ju i j2 dx + 2(Re 1)
∫
 01
j!j2ju i j2 dsx :
We conclude
Re a!( ~U; ~U) = Re 2i !
∫
 
(
@u i
@n
u i   @u
e
@n
ue) dsx +
∫
 
1

jpj2 + j!j2
∫
 
j'j2 dsx
2ﬀ
∫

i[
e
jOuj2 + j!j2juj2 dx +
∫
 
Re(
1

)jpj2 dsx + j!j2
∫
 
Re()j'j2 dsx
+ 2
∫
 1
Re(1)j!j2jue j2 dsx + 2
∫
 01
Re(1)j!j2ju i j2 dsx
 2ﬀ
∫

i[
e
jOuj2 + j!j2juj2 dx +
∫
 
Re(
1

)jpj2 dsx + j!j2
∫
 
Re()j'j2 dsx :
Using the trace theorem in 
i and 
e , jj'jj 1
2
;!; ; .ﬀ jjujj1;!;
, we obtain the assertion:
Re a!( ~U; ~U) &ﬀ k(Re  1)1=2pk20;!;  + jj'jj21
2
;!; ;
+ jj!(Re )1=2'jj20;!;  :
Remark 4.4 Assume Re 1  0. Then a similar coercivity estimate holds for the single layer
potential V!:
Rehi!V!';'i  Cﬀjj'jj2  1
2
;!; ;
: (7)
Boundedness of the integral operators is also shown by going into 
e [
i . We postpone the
proof to the appendix.
Theorem 4.5 (Continuity)
Assume that Re 1  0. The integral operators satisfy the following mapping properties for
p 2 H˜  12 ( ) and ' 2 H˜ 12 ( ):
jjV!pjj 1
2
;!;  .ﬀ j!jjjpjj  1
2
;!; ; ; (8)
jjW!'jj  1
2
;!;  .ﬀ j!jjj'jj 1
2
;!; ; ; (9)
jj(I  K!)'jj 1
2
;!;  .ﬀ j!jjj'jj 1
2
;!; ; ; (10)
jj(I  K 0!)pjj  1
2
;!;  .ﬀ j!jjjpjj  1
2
;!; ; : (11)
The theorem translates into the boundedness of the considered bilinear form.
Theorem 4.6 Assume that Re 1  0 and ; 1 2 L1( ). The bilinear form a! is continuous
on
(
H˜
1
2 ( ) L2( )
)

(
H˜
1
2 ( ) L2( )
)
.
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Again, we refer to the appendix for a proof.
With these results we can now state the precise weak formulation of the boundary
integral equation (6): Find ~ = ('; p) 2 H˜ 12 ( ) L2( ) such that for all ~	 = ( ; q) 2
H˜
1
2 ( ) L2( ):
a!(~; ~	) = l!( ~	):
Using the coercivity estimate in Theorem 4.3, we conclude the following estimate on the
solution:
kpk0;!;  + jj'jj 1
2
;!; ; + jj!'jj0;!;  .ﬀ minfjj!F jj  1
2
;!; ; jjF jj0;!; g+ jjGjj0;!;  : (12)
Similar results are obtained for the weak formulation of the Dirichlet problem, which reads:
Find ﬃ 2 H˜  12 ( ) such that for all  2 H˜  12 ( ):
hV!ﬃ; i = hf ;  i:
When Re 1  0, from the coercivity (7) one obtains the estimate
jjﬃjj  1
2
;!; ; .ﬀ j!jjjf jj 1
2
;!;  (13)
on the solution.
5. Time{domain boundary integral equations for an absorbing
half{space
We consider the wave equation in Rd+ with acoustic boundary condition
@u
@n
  1 @u
@t
= 0 on @Rd+ :
In R3+ Ochmann determines the Green's function to be [8]
G(t   s; x; y) = (t   s   r(y3))
4r(y3)
+
(t   s   r( y3))
4r( y3) +  (14)
with
 =
 1
2
@
@t
H(t   s   r( y3))√
(t   s + 1(x3 + y3))2 + (21   1)R2
:
Here H denotes the Heaviside function, R2 = (x1   y1)2 + (x2   y2)2 and r(y3)2 =
R2 + (x3  y3)2. The second and third terms on the right-hand side of G represent the
eld reected by the plane  1. After a Fourier transform in t, one recovers from G the
frequency{domain Green's function G! from Section 4.
As for the Helmholtz problem the solution u of the direct scattering problem (1) and
its associated interior problem admits an integral representation formula over  , not just
  [  1 [  01. A similar representation formula in time{domain has been obtained by Becache
[19] for exterior domains in R3.
Theorem 5.1 Let u 2 L2(R+; H1(
i [
e)) \H10(R+; L2(
i [
e)) be the solution of (1)
for a Lipschitz boundary  . Then it holds in the sense of distributions (x 2 
e [
i , t 2 R+):
u(t; x) =
∫
R+ 
@G
@ny
(t   ﬁ; x; y)u(ﬁ; y)dﬁdsy
 
∫
R+ 
G(t   ﬁ; x; y) @u
@ny
(ﬁ; y)dﬁdsy ;
where G is a fundamental solution in the half-space which satises the acoustic boundary
conditions.
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We introduce the single layer potential in time domain for a half-space with an absorbing
boundary condition as
Sp(t; x) =
∫
R+ 
G(t   ﬁ; x; y)p(ﬁ; y)dﬁdsy :
Specically in 3 dimensions, this is
Sp(t; x) =
1
4
∫
 
p(t   jx   y j; y)
jx   y j dsy +
1
4
∫
 
p(t   jx   y 0j; y)
jx   y 0j dsy
  1
2
1∫
0
∫
 
@
@s
[ H(t   s   jx   y 0j)√
(t   s + 1(x3 + y3))2 + (21   1)R2
]
p(s; y)dsyds :
The corresponding double layer potential D is:
D'(t; x) =
∫
R+ 
@G
@ny
(t   ﬁ; x; y)'(ﬁ; y)dﬁdsy :
The function u = Sp  D' satises the wave equation on Rd+ n  , and according to the
representation formula
' = u i   ue ; p = @u
i
@n
  @u
e
@n
on R+    :
As for the Helmholtz equation we have the following trace identities:
2ue = V p   (I +K)' 2u i = V p + (I  K)' ; (15)
2
@ue
@n
= ( I +K 0)p  W' 2@u
i
@n
= (I +K 0)p  W' :
The relevant boundary integral operators on   are:
V p(t; x) = 2
∫
R+ 
G(t   ﬁ; x; y)p(ﬁ; y)dﬁdsy ; K 0'(t; x) = 2
∫
R+ 
@G
@nx
(t   ﬁ; x; y)'(ﬁ; y)dﬁdsy ;
K'(t; x) = 2
∫
R+ 
@G
@ny
(t   ﬁ; x; y)'(ﬁ; y)dﬁdsy ; W'(t; x) = 2
∫
R+ 
@2G
@nx@ny
(t   ﬁ; x; y)'(ﬁ; y)dﬁdsy :
Because G is the inverse Fourier{Laplace transform F 1!!tG!, see [8], these boundary integral
operators are conjugates of their frequency{domain analogues: V = F 1!!t  V!  Ft!!, and
analogously for K 0; K;W .
Substituting formula (15) into the boundary condition on  , we obtain the following system
for the unknown functions ' and p{
( I +K 0)p  W'  @t(V p   (I +K)') = 2f
(I +K 0)p  W'+ @t(V p + (I  K)') = 2g :
(16)
Adding respectively subtracting the two equations of (16), again leads to{
K 0p  W'+  @'
@t
= F
p + (V @tp  K@t') = G :
(17)
Pairing these equations with test functions @t respectively
q

, we obtain the following space-
time variational formulation:∫ 1
0
∫
 
[
(K 0p  W') + @t'
]
@t dsx dﬀt =
∫ 1
0
∫
 
F@t dsx dﬀt∫ 1
0
∫
 
[ p

+ (V @tp  K@t')
]
q dsx dﬀt =
∫ 1
0
∫
 
Gq

dsx dﬀt :
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Here dﬀt = e
 2ﬀtdt, ﬀ > 0. The system can be written as
a(;	) = l(	) ; (18)
where  = ('; p), 	 = ( ; q) and
a(;	) =
∫ 1
0
∫
 
(
(@t')(@t ) +
1

pq +K 0p(@t ) W'(@t ) + V (@tp)q  K(@t')q
)
dsx dﬀt ;
(19)
l(	) =
∫ 1
0
∫
 
F@t dsx dﬀt +
∫ 1
0
∫
 
Gq

dsx dﬀt : (20)
Remark 5.2 The system of equations (17) and the variational formulation (18) are the
inverse Fourier-Laplace transforms of (5) and (6).
Later we will also require the time{domain mapping properties of the boundary integral
operators in the energy Sobolev spaces.
Theorem 5.3 The following operators are continuous for r 2 R:
V : Hr+1ﬀ (R
+; H˜ 
1
2 ( ))! Hrﬀ(R+; H
1
2 ( )) ;
K 0 : Hr+1ﬀ (R
+; H˜ 
1
2 ( ))! Hrﬀ(R+; H 
1
2 ( )) ;
K : Hr+1ﬀ (R
+; H˜
1
2 ( ))! Hrﬀ(R+; H
1
2 ( )) ;
W : Hr+1ﬀ (R
+; H˜
1
2 ( ))! Hrﬀ(R+; H 
1
2 ( )) :
Proof: Like the corresponding assertions in the full space [9], the theorem follows
from Theorem 4.5 and Denition 2.2 by conjugation with the Fourier transform:
V = F 1!!t  V!  Ft!!, and analogously for K 0; K;W .
.
Together with Theorem 4.3, the mapping properties imply continuity and coercivity of the
bilinear form a(U; V ).
Theorem 5.4 Assume that Re 1  0 and ; 1 2 L1( ). Then the bilinear form of
the variational formulation (18) is continuous on
(
H1ﬀ(R
+; H˜
1
2 ( ))H1ﬀ(R+; L2( ))
)
(
H1ﬀ(R
+; H˜
1
2 ( ))H1ﬀ(R+; L2( ))
)
, i.e.
ja(U; V )j .ﬀ (jjpjj1;0;  + jj'jj1; 1
2
; ;)(jjqjj1;0;  + jj jj1; 1
2
; ;) : (21)
If Re  > 0, it veries a coercivity estimate: There exists Cﬀ > 0 such that:
a(U; U)  Cﬀ(jjpjj20;0;  + jj'jj20; 1
2
; ;
+ jj@t'jj20;0; ) : (22)
Proof: Equations (21) and (22) follow from Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 5.3.
Concerning (22) we note that
a(U; U) = ja(U; U)j = j
∫ 1+iﬀ
 1+iﬀ
a!( ~U; ~U)d!j
 j
∫ 1+iﬀ
 1+iﬀ
Re a!( ~U; ~U)d!j
& jjpjj20;0;  + jj'jj20; 1
2
; ;
+ jj@t'jj20;0;  :
Similarly (21) is a consequence of (37) and Cauchy-Schwarz.
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Remark 5.5 Similarly for the Dirichlet problem (see [9, (54)] and Corollary 3.50 in [16] for
the full space)
b(';') =
∫ 1
0
∫
 
V (@t'(t; x))'(t; x)dﬀx dﬀt  Cﬀk'k20;  1
2
; ;
(23)
6. A priori estimates in the absorbing half{space
In the following, we will restrict ourselves to a polyhedral surface   (d = 3) resp. a polygonal
curve (d = 2), which satises the assumptions from Section 3. The error incurred by
approximating a general smooth surface or curve by a polyhedral one has been studied by
Nedelec [20], and by Bamberger and Ha Duong in the context of the wave equation [1].
6.1. Dirichlet problem
We now use the approximation results of Section 3 to discuss the convergence of Galerkin
approximations to the Dirichlet problem. As in frequency domain, the mapping properties of
the integral operators allow us to state the precise weak formulation of the time{dependent
boundary integral equation V ﬃ = f : Find ﬃ 2 H1ﬀ(R+; H˜ 
1
2 ( )) such that
b(ﬃ; ) = h@t f ;  i 8 2 H1ﬀ(R+; H˜ 
1
2 ( )) ; (24)
where
b(ﬃ; ) =
∫ 1
0
∫
 
(V @tﬃ(t; x)) (t; x)dsx dﬀt ;
h@t f ;  i =
∫ 1
0
∫
 
(@t f (t; x)) (t; x)dsx dﬀt :
Similar to the estimate (13) we obtain
jjﬃjjr;  1
2
; ; .ﬀ jjf jjr+1; 1
2
;  (25)
for any r 2 R, provided that Re 1  0. In particular, a solution ﬃ 2 H1ﬀ(R+; H˜ 
1
2 ( )) only
exists provided f 2 H2ﬀ(R+; H
1
2 ( )). Coercivity assures that the solution is unique in this case.
The Galerkin formulation of (24) reads: Find ﬃh;t 2 V p;qh;t such that
b(ﬃh;t ;  h;t) = h(@t f )h;t ;  h;ti 8 h;t 2 V p;qh;t : (26)
For the solutions of the continuous and discrete problems we obtain the following a priori
error estimate:
Theorem 6.1 Assume that Re 1  0. For the solutions ﬃ 2 H1ﬀ(R+; H˜ 
1
2 ( )) of (24) and
ﬃh;t 2 V p;qh;t of (26) there holds:
kﬃ  ﬃh;tk0;  1
2
; ; . jj(@t f )h;t   @t f jj0; 1
2
; 
+ inf
 h;t
{
(1 +
1
t
)kﬃ   h;t jj0;  1
2
; ; +
1
t
k@tﬃ  @t h;t jj0;  1
2
; ;
}
:
If in addition ﬃ 2 Hsﬀ(R+; Hm( )), then
kﬃ  ﬃh;tk0;  1
2
; ; . jj(@t f )h;t   @t f jj0; 1
2
; 
+
(
(h1 + t1)(1 +
1
t
) + (h2 + t2)
1
t
)
jjﬃjjs;m;  ;
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where
1 = minfm + 1
2
; m   m
2(m + s)
g; 1 = minfm + s + 1
2
; m + s +
m + s
2m
g ;
2 = minfm + 1
2
; m   m
2(m + s   1)g; 2 = minfm + s  
1
2
; m + s   1 + m + s   1
2m
g ;
and m    1
2
; s  0.
Proof: We apply the coercivity from Remark 5.5 to ﬃh;t    h;t 2 H1ﬀ(R+; H˜ 
1
2 ( )),
 h;t 2 Vh;t :
kﬃh;t    h;tk20;  1
2
; ;
. b(ﬃh;t   ﬃ; ﬃh;t    h;t) + b(ﬃ   h;t ; ﬃh;t    h;t) :
Continuity of the duality pairing is used to estimate the rst term:
b(ﬃh;t   ﬃ; ﬃh;t    h;t) =
∫ 1
0
∫
 
((@t f )h;t   @t f )(ﬃh;t    h;t) dsx dﬀt
 k(@t f )h;t   @t f k0; 1
2
; kﬃh;t    h;tk0;  1
2
; ; :
The mapping properties of V from Theorem 5.3 bound the second term as follows:
b(ﬃ   h;t ; ﬃh;t    h;t)  kV @t(ﬃ   h;t)k 1; 1
2
; kﬃh;t    h;tk1;  1
2
; ;
. kﬃ   h;tk1;  1
2
; ;kﬃh;t    h;tk1;  1
2
; ; :
The inverse inequality in the time variable leads to
b(ﬃ   h;t ; ﬃh;t    h;t) . 1
t
kﬃ   h;tk1;  1
2
; ;kﬃh;t    h;tk0;  1
2
; ; ;
so that we conclude:
kﬃh;t    h;tk0;  1
2
; ; . jj(@t f )h;t   @t f jj0; 1
2
;  +
1
t
kﬃ   h;t jj1;  1
2
; ; :
Using the triangle inequality, one shows that
kﬃ  ﬃh;tk0;  1
2
; ; = kﬃ   h;tk0;  1
2
; ; + kﬃh;t    h;tk0;  1
2
; ;
. jj(@t f )h;t   @t f jj0; 1
2
;  + inf
 h;t
fkﬃ   h;t jj0;  1
2
; ; +
1
t
kﬃ   h;t jj1;  1
2
; ;g
. jj(@t f )h;t   @t f jj0; 1
2
; 
+ inf
 h;t
f(1 + 1
t
)kﬃ   h;t jj0;  1
2
; ; +
1
t
k@tﬃ  @t h;t jj0;  1
2
; ;g :
The second assertion follows from the approximation properties stated in Lemma 3.3.
6.2. Acoustic boundary problem
Next, we consider the variational formulation (18) of the acoustic boundary problem:
Find  = ('; p) 2 H1ﬀ(R+; H˜
1
2 ( ))H1ﬀ(R+; L2( )) such that for all 	 = ( ; q) 2
H1ﬀ(R
+; H˜
1
2 ( ))H1ﬀ(R+; L2( )):
a(;	) = l(	) : (27)
We obtain an a priori estimate analogous to (12) in the frequency domain. If Re 1;Re  
0 and ; 1

2 L1( ), then for all
kpkr;0;  + jj'jjr; 1
2
; ; + jj'jjr+1;0;  .ﬀ minfjjF jjr+1;  1
2
; ; jjF jjr;0; g+ jjGjjr;0;  : (28)
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A solution in H1ﬀ(R
+; H˜
1
2 ( ))H1ﬀ(R+; L2( )) therefore exists provided G 2 H1ﬀ(R+; H˜0( ))
and F 2 H2ﬀ(R+; H˜ 
1
2 ( )) or F 2 H1ﬀ(R+; H˜0( )).
The Galerkin discretisation of (27) reads: Find h;t = (ph;t ; 'h;t) 2 V ~p;~qh;t  V p;qh;t such that
for all 	h;t = (qh;t ;  h;t) 2 V ~p;~qh;t  V p;qh;t :
a(h;t ;	h;t) = ~l(	h;t) :=
∫ 1
0
∫
 
Fh;t@t h;t dsx dﬀt +
∫ 1
0
∫
 
Gh;tqh;t

dsx dﬀt : (29)
We now derive an estimate for the error of the above Galerkin approximation to (18) in
the norm jjj:jjj dened by:
jjjjjj =
(
jjpjj20;0;  + jj'jj20; 1
2
; ;
+ jj@t'jj20;0; 
) 1
2 8 = (p; ') :
Theorem 6.2 Assume that Re 1;Re   0 and ; 1 2 L1( ). For the solutions  =
(p; ') 2 H1ﬀ(R+; H˜
1
2 ( ))H1ﬀ(R+; L2( )) of (18) and h;t = (ph;t ; 'h;t) 2 V ~p;~qh;t  V p;qh;t
of (29) there holds:
jjjp   ph;t ; '  'h;t jjj
. jjFh;t   F jj0;0;  + jjGh;t   Gjj0;0; 
+max
(
1
t
;
1p
h
)
inf
(qh;t ; h;t )2V
~p;~q
h;t
V
p;q
h;t
(
jjp   qh;t jj1;0;  + jj'   h;t jj1; 1
2
; 
)
If in addition ' 2 Hs1ﬀ (R+; Hm1( )), p 2 Hs2ﬀ (R+; Hm2( )), then we have
jjjp   ph;t ; '  'h;t jjj
. jjFh;t   F jj0;0;  + jjGh;t   Gjj0;0; 
+max
(
1
t
;
1p
h
)(
(h1 + t1)jjpjjs1;m1;  + (h2 + t2)jj'jjs2;m2; 
)
;
where
1 = m1 ; 1 = m1 + s1   1 ;
2 = minfm2   1
2
; m2   3m2
2(m2 + s2)
g; 2 = m2 + s2   3
2
:
Proof: We write 	 = (q;  ) and start with the coercivity (22) applied to h;t  	h;t 2
H1ﬀ(R
+; H˜ 
1
2 ( )) and 	h;t 2 V ~p;~qh;t  V p;qh;t :
jjjh;t  	h;t jjj2 . a(h;t  	h;t ;h;t  	h;t)
= a(h;t  ;h;t  	h;t) + a( 	h;t ;h;t  	h;t) :
With the help of (18), (19) and (20), the rst term leads to:
a(h;t  ;h;t  	h;t) =
∫ 1
0
∫
 
(Fh;t   F )(@t'h;t   @t h;t) dsx dﬀt
+
∫ 1
0
∫
 
(
Gh;t

  G

)(ph;t   qh;t) dsx dﬀt
. jjFh;t   F jj0;0; jj@t'h;t   @t h;t jj0;0; 
+ jjGh;t   Gjj0;0; jjph;t   qh;t jj0;0; 
 (jjFh;t   F jj0;0;  + jjGh;t   Gjj0;0; )
(jj@t'h;t   @t h;t jj0;0;  + jjph;t   qh;t jj0;0; )
 (jjFh;t   F jj0;0;  + jjGh;t   Gjj0;0; ) jjjh;t  	h;t jjj :
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Due to the continuity (21) we can estimate the second term by
ja( 	h;t ;h;t  	h;t)j .
(
jjp   qh;t jj1;0;  + jj'   h;t jj1; 1
2
; ;
)
:
(
jj'h;t    h;t jj1; 1
2
; ; + jjph;t   qh;t jj1;0; 
)
: (30)
Taking into account the inverse estimate from Section 3, we have
jj'h;t    h;t jj1; 1
2
; ; . jj'h;t    h;t jj0; 1
2
; ; + jj _@t'h;t   @t h;t jj0; 1
2
; ;
. jj'h;t    h;t jj0; 1
2
; ; + (h
  1
2 + t 
1
2 )jj@t'h;t   @t h;t jj0;0;  (31)
and in time
jjph;t   qh;t jj1;0;   1
t
jjph;t   qh;t jj0;0;  : (32)
Substituting (31) and (32) into (30) results in
ja( 	h;t ;h;t  	h;t)j . (jjp   qh;t jj1;0;  + jj'   h;t jj1; 1
2
; ;)
:
(
jj'h;t    h;t jj0; 1
2
; ; + (
1p
h
+
1p
t
)jj@t'h;t   @t h;t jj0;0; 
+
1
t
jjph;t   qh;t jj0;0; 
)
. max
(
1
t
;
1p
h
)(
jjp   qh;t jj1;0;  + jj'   h;t jj1; 1
2
; 
)
:jjjh;t  	h;t jjj :
Altogether, we conclude
jjj h;t jjj . jjFh;t   F jj0;0;  + jjGh;t   Gjj0;0;  (33)
+ max
(
1
t
;
1p
h
)(
jjp   qh;t jj1;0;  + jj'   h;t jj1; 1
2
; 
)
:
Using the interpolation operator from Lemma 3.3, we obtain the powers of h and t stated
in the theorem.
7. Appendix
Proof of Theorem 4.1: We show that interior (3) and exterior Helmholtz problems (2) with
homogeneous boundary conditions ~f = ~g = 0 admit at most one solution, u i = ue = 0. To
do so we multiply the Helmholtz equation (3), (2) in 
e and 
i with i !u and integrate over

e [
i . We obtain ∫

e[
i
u  i !u + !2u  i !u dx = 0 :
Applying Green's rst theorem to ue and u i , we obtain∫

e[
i
 i !jOuj2 + i!j!j2juj2 dx  
∫
 
i !(
@ue
@n
ue   @u
i
@n
u i) dsx  
∫
 1[ 01
i !
@u
@n
u dsx = 0 :
Here, we have neglected a contribution from a large half{sphere which tends to zero as the
radius of the half{sphere goes to innity.
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We take the real part of this equality and use the boundary conditions:
2Im !
∫

e[
i
jOuj2 + j!j2juj2 dx = Re(
∫
 
 i !(@u
e
@n
ue   @u
i
@n
u i) dsx  
∫
 1[ 01
i !
@u
@n
u dsx)
= Re(
∫
 
 i !( i!ue ue   i!u i u i) dsx   i !
∫
 1[ 01
 1i!uu dsx)
=  (Re )
∫
 
j!j2jue j2 + j!j2ju i j2 dsx   (Re 1)
∫
 1[ 01
j!j2juj2 dsx :
Since Im ! > 0, the conditions Re   0 and Re 1  0 ensure that u = 0 in H1(
e [
i).
The uniqueness of the solution follows.
Proof of Theorem 4.5: First we prove (8).
Let be p in H˜ 
1
2 ( ) and let v = S!p. Then we saw that v veries:
( + !2)v(x) = 0 in 
i [
e
@v i
@n
  @ve
@n
= p in  
v i   v e = 0 in   :
Applying Green's Theorem in 
i resp. 
e we obtain
 
∫
 01
i !
@v i
@x3
v i dsx +
∫
 
i !
@v i
@n
v i dsx =
∫

i
 i!j!j2v i v i dx +
∫

i
i !Ov iO v i dx (34)
and
 
∫
 1[ 01
i !
@v
@x3
v dsx  
∫
 
i !
@v e
@n
v e dsx =
∫

e
 i!j!j2v e v e dx +
∫

e
i !Ov eO v e dx : (35)
Adding the two equations (34) and (35) we get
 
∫
 1[ 01
i !
@v
@x3
v dsx +
∫
 
i !
(
@v i
@n
  @v
e
@n
)
v e dsx =
∫

e[
i
 i!j!j2jv j2 dx +
∫

e[
i
i !jOv j2 dx:
Using the boundary conditions on   and @R3+ we obtain
 
∫
 1[ 01
1j!j2jv j2 dsx +
∫
 
i !p v e dsx =
∫

e[
i
 i!j!j2jv j2 dx +
∫

e[
i
i !jOv j2 dx :
We take the real part of this equation:
 
∫
 1[ 01
Re(1)j!j2jv j2 dsx + Re
(∫
 
i !p v e dsx
)
= ﬀ
(
jjv e jj21;!;
e + jjv i jj21;!;
i
)
:
It follows from Re(1)  0 and from the trace theorem (Lemma 1.4) that
Re
(∫
 
i !p v e dsx
)
 ﬀ
(
jjv e jj21
2
;!; 
+ jjv i jj21
2
;!; 
)
:
Therefore j!jjjpjj  1
2
;!; ;jjv e jj 1
2
;!;   2ﬀjjv e jj21
2
;!; 
, or j!jjjpjj  1
2
;!; ;  2ﬀjjv e jj 1
2
;!; . As v j  =
V!p we obtain
jjV!pjj 1
2
;!;  
j!j
2ﬀ
jjpjj  1
2
;!; ; :
We now consider the estimate (9). Let ' in H˜
1
2 ( ) and let v =  D!'. Then we have seen
that v veries: 
( + !2)v(x) = 0 in 
i [
e
@v i
@n
  @ve
@n
= 0 in  
v i   v e = ' in   :
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Moreover, @v
e
@n
j  =  W!'.
Adding (34) and (35), we obtain
 
∫
 1[ 01
i !
@v
@x3
v +
∫
 
i !
@v e
@n
(
v i   v e) = ∫

e[
i
 i!j!j2jv j2 +
∫

e[
i
i !jOv j2 :
Using the boundary condition on   and  1 [  01 leads to the following equality:
 
∫
 1[ 01
1j!j2jv j2 dsx +
∫
 
i !
@v e
@n
'dsx =
∫

e[
i
 i!j!j2jv j2 dx +
∫

e[
i
i !jOv j2 dx :
Its real part is given by
 (Re 1)
∫
 1[ 01
j!j2jv j2 dsx + Re
(∫
 
i !
@v e
@n
'dsx
)
= ﬀ
(
jjv e jj21;!;
e + jjv i jj21;!;
i
)
:
As Re 1  0 and using Cauchy-Schwarz, we conclude
jjv e jj21;!;
e  1
Im(!)
j!jjj'jj 1
2
;!; ;jj
@v e
@n
jj  1
2
;!;  : (36)
It remains to estimate @v
e
@n
. From Green's theorem in 
e we see that
 
∫
 1
@v e
@x3
'dsx  
∫
 
@v e
@n
'dsx =
∫

e
 !2v e  dx +
∫

e
Ov eO  dx ;
where  2 H1(
e) is an extension of ﬃ 2 H˜ 12 ( ) with jj jj1;!;
e .ﬀ jjﬃjj 1
2
;!; ;.
From the trace theorem
j
∫
 
@v e
@n
'dsx j  jjv e jj1;!;
e jj jj1;!;
e :
we conclude
jj@v
e
@n
jj  1
2
;!;  = sup
fﬃ2H˜
1
2 ( )=jjﬃjj 1
2
;!; ;
=1g
j
∫
 
@v e
@n
ﬃdsx j  Cjjv e jj1;!;
e :
From (36) it follows that
jjW!'jj  1
2
;!;  = jj
@v e
@n
jj  1
2
;!;   Cjjv e jj1;!;
e  Cj!jjj'jj 1
2
;!; ; :
Using similar reasoning, we obtain the estimates (11) and (10).
Proof of Theorem 4.6: Recall that with ~U = ('; p) and ~V = ( ; q)
a!( ~U; ~V ) = j!j2
∫
 
'  dsx +
∫
 
1

pqdsx + i !
∫
 
K 0!p  dsx
 i !
∫
 
W!'  dsx   i!
∫
 
V!pqdsx + i!
∫
 
K!'qdsx :
We estimate the various terms of the bilinear form a! using Theorem 4.5
j!j2
∣∣∣∣∫
 
'  dsx
∣∣∣∣  Cj!j2jj'jj0;!; jj jj0;!;   Cj!j2jj'jj 12 ;!; ;jj jj 12 ;!; ; ;∣∣∣∣∫
 
1

pqdsx
∣∣∣∣  Cjjpjj0;!; jjqjj0;!;   Cﬀ2 j!j2jjpjj0;!; jjqjj0;!;  ;
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∣∣∣∣i ! ∫
 
K 0!p  dsx
∣∣∣∣  j!jﬀ jjK 0!pjj  12 ;!; jj jj 12 ;!; ;
 C j!j
2
ﬀ
jjpjj  1
2
;!; ;jj jj 1
2
;!; ;
 C j!j
2
ﬀ
jjpjj0;!; jj jj 1
2
;!; ; ;∣∣∣∣i ! ∫
 
W!'  dsx
∣∣∣∣  j!jjjW!'jj  12 ;!; jj jj 12 ;!; ;  Cj!j2jj'jj 12 ;!; ;jj jj 12 ;!; ; ;
∣∣∣∣i! ∫
 
V!pqdsx
∣∣∣∣  j!jjjV!pjj 12 ;!; jjqjj  12 ;!; ;
 Cj!j2jjpjj  1
2
;!; ;jjqjj  1
2
;!; ;
 Cj!j2jjpjj0;!; jjqjj0;!; 
∣∣∣∣i! ∫
 
K!'qdsx
∣∣∣∣  j!jjjK!'jj 12 ;!; jjqjj  12 ;!; ;
 Cj!j2jj'jj 1
2
;!; ;jjqjj  1
2
;!; ;
 Cj!j2jj'jj 1
2
;!; ;jjqjj0;!; 
Adding the 6 inequalities we get
a!( ~U; ~V ) .ﬀ
(
j!jjjpjj0;!;  + j!jjj'jj 1
2
;!; ;
)(
j!jjjqjj0;!;  + j!jjj jj 1
2
;!; ;
)
: (37)
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